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I have the general impression that the most prestigious technical school of photography  (in terms of 

photographic technology, not artistic filmmaking) is at Rochester, New York.I pulled out HSCA Volume 6, and 

lo and behold, the HSCA used a consultant from The Rochester Institute of Technology School of Photographic 

Sciences. I then called the information operator in Rochester and obtained the following phone number for 

the "School of Photographic Arts and Sciences" at Rochester Institute of Technology: (716) 475-2716. I called 

that number to check and see if it was valid, and got a voice mail response from the "School of Photography." I 

did not leave any message.I thought this was called (or formerly called) the Eastman School of Photography, 

but the operator could find no listing for such a school. (Perhaps it was once called that. If we call them we 

could ask that question. My general impression, from a number of articles I have read over the years, is that 

the "Eastman" school "in Rochester" was the most prestigious institution re: film technology in the U.S. I am 

assuming that R.I.T.'s School of Photographic Arts and Sciences is one and the same, but we won't know 

unless we ask.) Other options, based on a perusal of pages 2 and 3 of HSCA Volume 6 are: The Aerospace 

Corporation in Los Angeles (Dave Montague has their address and phone number), and Los Alamos Scientific 

Laboratory in New Mexico. UCLA is reputed to have a prestigious school of photography also, but I'm not sure 

how much of its reputation is based on "motion-picture making as an art", vs. "film technology per se."This 

exhausts my thoughts on this subject. END  To:	Allcc:	 From:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB   Date:	03/06/96 10:41:18 

AMSubject:	Photographic ExpertWe are attempting to identify a photographic expert who can provide us with 

some assistance regarding the possible alteration of  photos and similar matters.  If you have any suggestions, 

or names of people who might know of an expert, please let Tim know. 
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